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Visit to the LEAF Centre:
This week, some of the children and staff were allowed to go and look around the inside of
the LEAF centre for the first time. A group of children who have been working on the project
for the past three years were the lucky ones to have the first look round. The building is
developing very quickly and they were impressed with how light the building will be, how
large the building was and the amazing view over Rotherham from the top floor of the
building. This is such an exciting project not just for the local children but our entire
community! Hopefully, lots more of the children will get to visit in the next few weeks.

Foundation Community Walk:
As part of their learning about the local environment, the children in Foundation 2 have been
walking around the local streets around school to see the amount of litter which is on the
floor. They have also been looking for where the local litter bins are located which allow
people to dispose of their rubbish. Let’s keep looking after our local environment so that we
can all enjoy it and care for the local wildlife which is affected.

Year 6 Transition:
Our Year 6 children have been very busy this week! Not only have they been working
extremely hard on their assessments but they have been to visit their new secondary school
Wingfield. The children walked and went as a group on Tuesday so that they could have a
taster of what it will be like when they start there in a few weeks time. We have received
some lovely reports about the behaviour of the children and their enthusiastic attitude whilst
there. We hope this short visit will give them more confidence ready for when they start
there properly in the next couple of weeks. We are very proud of you year 6!

Winterhill Football:
Last week, Rockingham took their first sports team to Winterhill to compete in a Year 4 boys
football competition. This was the first time that school has competed in school sport since
2019 and it was great to see children represent the school. We hope this is the first of many
opportunities as we progress through 2021. The boys represented school fantastically and
were a credit to the school with their behaviour and their performances, making it to the
quarter finals.

Training into practice:
In our last newsletter , teachers were captured developing their own art skills as part of their
professional development. Following the sessions, many children have been using and
applying the skills developed by teachers in their own art work creating a variety of
outcomes using the pencil techniques and skills taught in session. Many outcomes look
fantastic and show the care and precision taken in their learning.

Welcoming our new staff member
Willow has become an instant hit with children throughout school, visiting many classes this
week. He is still very nervous and is very much in the early stages of his training but is
becoming more familiar with the school and the children. Pupils have been extremely
welcoming to Willow and we all look forward to seeing the impact he can have in school.

Beat The Street
A huge well done to the many families who were involved in the Beat The Street Initiative.
School amassed an amazing 35,140 points with over 200 players involved in the competition;
it is great to see so many players involved in the health and active programme. Overall we
came 39th, which is an incredible achievement. Well done everyone. We would like to give a
special mention to the special six children in school who were overall prize winners.

Transition
On the weeks commencing 5th July and 12th July, children will be beginning their transition
period in their new classes. For the duration of the transition period, the school will be having
an olympic theme to celebrate Tokyo 2021. We will even be hosting our own Olympic events!
We are looking forward to transition and teachers seeing their new classes.

Reminders
Parents Evening appointments - W.C. 28th June
Year 6 Prom 30th June
Willow Tree Olympics Year 6 - 30th June
Transition Weeks w.c. 5th July and 12th July

Thank you for your continued support in making Rockingham the best school it
can possibly be, please visit our
Twitter page - https://twitter.com/RockinghamJI
Website - http://www.rockinghamji.co.uk/
Class Stories – www.classdojo.com

Our Golden Shield Winners are ...

Friday 18th June 2021

Congratulations this week go to:

Early Years: Rome F1: Jace
F2L: Alice
F2W: Harley
1S:Darcie
1/2P: Thomas
2W/B: Maddy and Ewan

3F: Isla
3/4P: Lexi
4/5D:Harry
5P: Charlotte/Aiden
6H: Jamie/Lily
6B: Charlie

